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Miami Dade College - Kendall Campus 
College Prep Department 

REA 0056—College Preparatory Reading Module 
 

Course Description 
REA 0056 is a college preparatory course that builds vocabulary skills, literal and critical comprehension skills, and 
successful reading strategies. This course may be taken in place of REA0017 for students who completed REA0017 in a 
prior term but did not earn a passing grade.   Prerequisite: Students must score 104 – 105 on the PERT or receive 
departmental permission.       
 

Learning outcomes addressed through the course  

 Communicate effectively using listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills 

 Solve problems using critical and creative thinking and scientific reasoning 

 Formulate strategies to locate, evaluate, and apply knowledge 

 Use computer and emerging technologies effectively 
 

 

Course Competencies 

Competency RDECU1 Identify topic and stated/implied main ideas in a multi-paragraph passage 

Competency RDECU2 Identify specific information in a multi-paragraph passage 

Competency RDECU3 Distinguish between major and minor details in a multi-paragraph passage 

Competency RDECU4 Identify the purpose in a multi-paragraph passage 

Competency RDECU5 Analyze the tone and support with examples, including denotative, connotative, and 
figurative language in a multi-paragraph passage 

Competency RDECU6 Distinguish between fact and opinion in a multi-paragraph passage 

Competency RDECU7 Determine primary and secondary patterns in a paragraph and multi paragraph passage 

Competency RDECU8 Identify transition words associated with the patterns of organization 

Competency RDECU9 Recognize relationships between and within sentences 

Competency RDECU10 Detect bias in a paragraph and multi paragraph passage 

Competency RDECU11 Use context clues and structural analysis to clarify meaning and broaden vocabulary 

Competency RDECU12 Identify and use contextual clues to determine the meaning of words in multiple sentences 

Competency RDECU13 Analyze the details to infer what the author is implying and draw logical conclusions in 
paragraphs and multi-paragraph passages 

Competency RDECU14 Synthesize the information in a text in order to make logical inferences and draw logical 
conclusions 

Competency RDECU15 Determine whether an argument is logical, relevant, and adequate based on evidence 
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Grading Policy 

Assignments are divided into units.  Students will receive points for each assignment.  Lab assignments will be equal 

to a minimum of 100 points distributed among the units.  All students in REA0017 are required to take the 

departmental final exam which is worth up to 100 points.   

 

Students’ grades may be any combination of the following:  

Class activities and homework assignments 

Reading quizzes 

Reading unit exams 

Special projects 

Reading Lab assignments 

Vocabulary assignments 

Other assignments given by instructor 

 

 ***Departmental Final Exam:       100 points  
 
FINAL GRADE 
In order to pass REA 0017, students must obtain 375 points which include the mandatory lab component, course 
assignments, and achieve a satisfactory score on the departmental final exam. 
  
 S (Satisfactory)  =  375 to 500 points – All reading class requirements completed. 
*P (Progress)  = 250 to 374 points – Retake REA 0017 
*U (Unsatisfactory) = 249 points and below – Retake REA 0017 
    (NOTE: A “U” is equivalent to an “F” in calculating the grade point average.) 
*W (Withdrawal) = Retake REA 0017 
 
*Cost to Re-Enroll in a Course: Students who enrolled in the same course twice, received a grade of  
W, D, F, P, U, or X, and wish to re-enroll for the third time must pay the full cost of instruction for this and any later 
attempts. This fee is equivalent to the cost of the course for a student paying fees as a non-resident of the state of 
Florida. Students who are assessed the higher fee may appeal to have the fee lowered. 
 
The consequences of academic dishonesty can range from a failing grade for the course to expulsion from MDC.  
Students should familiarize themselves with the Students’ Rights & Responsibilities Handbook, which can be obtained 
from http://www.mdc.edu/policy/student_rights_and_responsibilities.pdf. 
 
The mission of Miami Dade College is to provide accessible, affordable, high quality education by keeping the learner’s 
needs at the center of decision making and working in partnership with its dynamic multi-cultural community. 
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